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Bozori Gabriella

Greeting
Let me offer my heartly welcome to all the participants, foreign and Hungarian experts to the
11th International Conference here in Budapest.
Introducing myself
My name is Gabriella Bozori, I work as a teacher of disabled children in a special primary
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to be occupied in therapeutic riding at the Buoy Sports Club for the disabled seven years ago.
In 1997 I admitted the first course and training conducted by English experts in Hungary.
Since then I have been improving my knowledge on lectures which are organized by The
Hungarian Riding for the Disabled Federation and are given by reputed foreign experts every
year. As the member of the presidency in the federation mentioned above I have been
directing the team of therapeutic riding and vaulting for disabled children for four years, and I
take part in the accredited training for riding therapists as an instructor of theory and practice.
Introduction
Now I would like to tell you some words about how we got from the starts to the organization
of competitions and festivals.
The Hungarian Riding for the Disabled Federation was established in 1997 so as to collect
and protect the interests of institutions and specialists who work in the field of therapeutic
horse riding on national level and to create the legal frames for their activity. Our most
important task was to work out the training system for the Hungarian experts. In the past six
years the federation has organized courses with the participation of reputed foreign lecturers
every year for experts on hippotherapy, therapeutic riding and vaulting, as well as for those
dealing with therapeutic horse training. In 2002. we set up the accredited training of riding
therapists in Hungary with the specializations of hippotherapy, and therapeutic riding and
vaulting. As more and more people are getting involved in this project year by year and the
popularity of therapeutic horse riding has been increasing in Hungary, too, it seemes
necessary to present the possible methods of progress lying in therapeutic riding to the
families living with disabled people and to the interested experts. That is why we have been
carrying out therapeutic riding festivals and demonstration plays year by year since 1999.
with the participation of handicapped children and young adults, and we have been
connecting these occassions with professional meetings. After the first few years we felt it
necessary to organize competitions for those who take part in therapeutic riding. Today we
organize such festivals and competitions on several occassions and at more places every year.
The Buoy Sports Club
Now I would like to introduce The Buoy Sports Club for the Disabled, our possibilities, the
therapeutic activities done there, and our annual programmes.
The Buoy Sports Club has been working since 1990, and was formed with the purpose to
provide rehabilitative hydrotherapy, therapeutic riding, competitions and camping facilities
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"Buoy" started with twenty people, today 370 people take part in hydrotherapeutic trainings,

as well as 90 people in therapeutic horse riding. These two activities help to make a complex
progress in the general status of handicapped children and young adults attending our courses.
Since its foundation The Buoy Sports Club has provided a venue for various national events.
For seven years, in December we have organized The Santa Claus Cup Swimming
Competition, where we have invitated several sports clubs and organizations taking care of
the disabled in Hungary.
Every year, in February, we arrange a riding carnival for which the children always prepare
many creative fancy dresses, and we present them with joyful competitions, and funny
programmes.
In summer we organize integrated camps in some beautiful parts of our country for the
children in our sports club. At the same time in the riding school we have day-care
programmes, which include hydrotherapy and therapeutic riding, children can also gain the
first experiences on the behaviour and life of horses and can learn how to take care of horses
and pets. Our pet farm next to the riding school is of a great help in bringing out the letter one.
Therapeutic Riding
We began therapeutic riding with only one horse and some children in 1996. Since then
several changes and progress has happened. A foundation called "Handhold Foundation" was
brought into existence the main scope of activities of which are therapeutic riding activities,
the organization of therapeutic riding competitions, demonstration plays and professional
meetings, as well as the operation of our riding school. As we took the possession of the
riding school and the belonging areas in a poor, run-down condition the first job was to
preserve, renovate and enlarge it. As the results of the past six years today there are 40 horses
in the riding school in loose-boxes. The majority of them are hack horses. The foundation has
seven horses of its own, five of which work in therapeutic riding.
Every week some 50 handicapped children and young adults participate in therapeutic riding
in the afternoon hours, they come to us with their parents. Moreover, 40 disabled children
come in the morning hours within the frame of their school curriculum. Mentaly handicapped
children, autistic, children with behavioural disorders, with difficulties in learning, and with
diseases of sense organs, as well as hyperactive children use therapeutic riding. At present
therapeutic rinding is directed by a team of five. Its member are: a teacher of disabled chilren,
two specialists on horse riding and two constant assistants. When recquired, their work is
helped by a physiotherapist and a pediatric neurologist. Disabled children come to us on
medical advice, or on that of a psychologist or of a teacher of disabled children. We start our
work with the medical survay of their general status, which includes the observation and
examination of motility, speech and behaviour. On the basis of these results we establish the
aims, the field and the steps of the development process, the special ecquipment needed, and
the training methods most suitable for the improvement of the child. Thus, we have disabled
children who are trained individually, others participate in therapeutic vaulting team trainings
and there are children who have already been at the level of riding independently in
therapeutic riding. Those children are dealt with individually, or in small groups of two or
three according to their needs and the aims of their development. As we have handicapped
riders who are getting close to independent riding we have felt it necessary to open up new
opportunities for them to demonstrate their abilities at competitions.

Festivals and competitions
The first Festival and Demonstration Play was held in our riding school in 1999. This
programme was supported by The Hungarian Riding for the Disabled Federation. The aim of
the festival was to show how to use therapeutic riding in case of disabled children and young
people with various handicappes. Beside our riders we invited several other groups from the
country. On the programme were individual as well as team exercises on leaded horses and on
horses on lunging- rein and musical ride could be found with the contestants' own
choreography. The festival was made more colourful by vaulting, military, driving show and
the dressage performance of Stefan Kleekam, a German disabled sportsman. The patron of the
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that successful event we established a tradition, as since then we have carried out our closing
ceremony at the end of June in each therapeutic riding school year.
In 2000. we attached the Therapeutic Riding Festival to a professional demonstration and
meeting where we invited all the doctors, teachers of the disabled, physiotherapists,
psychologists and riding instructors who were interested in therapeutic riding. With the help
of various enjoyable shows in that event we demonstrated what possibilities of improvement,
rehabilitation can be provided by therapeutic riding for people with different kinds of
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his presence, too. The contest was followed by a professional meeting, where the participants
discussed their experiences, they presented their opinions, their problems and results.
During this period more and more ideas and requests emerged to organized some kind of
competition beside the demonstratition plays for children taking part in therapeutical riding,
because they would also have liked to show what improvements they could assess, what they
had been learning in the meanwhile.
So, in June 2001. we took care of our first national competition. We endeavoured to proclaim
the events so that as many as possible children stuggling with different problems, being in
different general status and having different riding skills could go for each event. That year
we proclaimed two events: T eam relay in riding and therapeutic vaulting in three classes.
Five teams took part in the race with the total of 50 disabled participants. During the intervals
between the events in the programme was the performance of the handicapped members of
Buoy Sports Club, who presented a carusel, pair riding and a musical ride. Mentally
handicapped children could take part in the team relay competition with five members in each
team. The tasks in team relay demanded good balance, sufficient safe sitting, the coordination
of large and fine movements, good skills and speed.
T herapeutic vaulting competition was going on in three classes. Everyone had to show the
four basic elements: basic sitting position, sitting cross-legged, a flag, a mill, and four free
elements on walking horse and on lungeing rein. The judges punctuated the elements
according to their level of difficulty, and to their implementation. The competition was closed
by the prize-giving ceremony and by the presentation of the medals and gifts. It meant an
unforgettable experience for many children.
This year and in 2002. we declared as many as three events:
1. D ressage- the programme contained the following elements: riding in, halt, greeting, little
circle, half turn, serpentine in three loops, riding to the centre line, halt, greeting. The
event was going on in two classes: in class "A" - walk only, and in class "B"-walk and
trot.
2. There was team relay riding again, with new tasks:
- the rider had to balance a tennis ball on a tray
- dressing competition (the rider had to put on the waistcoat, the shawl and the gloves
and take them off as quickly as he could)

-

pick up a small bucket from the ground with a special fishing stick, take the ball out of
it and throw the ball at a basket at the end of the track.
3. Similarly to the events mentioned above therapeutic vaulting competition was arranged
in three classes. This year the riders had to show ten elements in their exercises, four of
which were compulsory and six were free.
Instead the dressage this year we built a special track for those riding independently to
measure their riding skills. They were to get through it at walk only, or at walk and trot.
The tasks contained slaloom between buoys, riding through a labirint, throwing at a target and
so on.
This year nine teams came to us from various parts of our country. We could watch the
competition of 60 disabled children and young adults. Mostly mentally handicapped and
hyperactive children, as well as those of srtuggling with learning disabilities and behavioural
disorders took part in the contest. The children enjoyed the race very much and they had a
good time. That is why I hope we can organize our therapeutic riding competition as a final
act of therapeutic school-year annually in the future, too, as it has already become a tradition.
Our competitions represent a kind of borderline between therapeutic riding and parasports.
According to my hopes from among our riders can soon be chosen those who will join
parasports as active competitors.
Conclusion
The competitions organized year by year are anticipated by great expectations. The children
practise very hard, they do a lot of exercise as the competition provides excellent motivation
for them. There is something to fight, want and play for. Meanwhile, their will power,
courage, holding out and their determination are strengthened, their consciousness of rules
and tasks increase. The medals, diplomas and gifts won by them often have a great
significance for them for a lifetime. An event like that is unforgettable not only for the
children, but also for their parents, friends and acquaintences. Several families bringing up a
disabled child can gain the experience for the first time that their child has taken part in a
competition, has presented something, has achived some results. From the children's point of
view the contests are unvaluable: success, praising and positive feedback increase their selfconfidence, help them to develop positive self-eveluation and self-image. Under its influence
the children's behaviour and personality also change positively.
Competitions are important stages for socialization and integration, too. One who has ever
competed in his life knows that a contest is a special situation. The place, the people, the
environment and the atmosphere are different from what we have been used to on normal
weekdays. Such an event is a celebration in the children's lives, too. Many of them can get a
farther part of the country only on such occassions. The journey, the demonstrations, the new
environment can offer new occassions and can open new opportunities on their socialization.
Therapeutic riding competitions are important stages for the integration of the disabled. Such
occassions can make a chance for the cooperation and mutual appearance of the disabled and
healthy riders, it can provide opportunities for them to compete together and present
themselves. This is important because that is the way how healthy children can get acquai
nted more with their disabled mates, which increases their toleration toward everything
different from normal and toward the acceptance of the differencies.
It has great significancy particularly because the education of the disabled in practise mostly
happens in segragated forms in Hungary. Riding is invaluable for the disabled because they
can feel equal to their healthy mates. This idea was described very simply by one of our
physically handicapped riders like that: "When on the back of the horse I am just like the

others". I am closing my presentation with this thought, thank you for your attention and I
wish all of you a lot of successes in your work.

